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**Pro-Bind 2000**

The Pro-Bind 2000 is sure to exceed all your expectations for a desktop perfect binding system. The 18-gauge steel machine weighs approximately 10 pounds and is built to last. It is able to bind from a 1/16” to a 2” capacity cover with the push of a button.

There is no waiting for the Pro-Bind 2000 to warm up. The cycle time is 30 seconds for Soft Cover Thermal Binders and 60 seconds for Hard Cover Thermal Binders. Capable of binding multiple documents at one time, the production can exceed 420 soft covers per hour. With the Pro-Bind 2000, a flawless, perfect-bound document is just seconds away!

---

**Pro-Bind Hard Cover Crimper**

The Pro-Bind Hard Cover Crimper gives a professional look to all Hard Cover Thermal Covers bound in the Pro-Bind binding units. The one-hand operation make it easy to use and the process only takes seconds.

There is no warm up time or electrical power needed. It is able to crimp covers from 1/8” to 2” capacity, creating a professional looking hard bound book with a perfect tight spine. The Hard Cover Crimper is constructed from quality steel and aluminum and weighs approximately 5 pounds.
Pro-Bind 1000
The Pro-Bind 1000 is able to thermal bind soft and hard covers with a simple touch of a button. The binding capacity of the Pro-Bind 1000 fits up to a 3/4” spine. The unit is designed for 11” x 8 1/2” sheet size or smaller and is the junior version of the Pro-Bind 2000. This lightweight system is portable to fit any office needs and only weighs 2 pounds. Other benefits of the Pro-Bind 1000 include an automatic energy saving mode when the unit is not being used as well as factory heat settings that minimize operator error. The unit carries a one-year warranty.

Flat Clinch Stapler
- Clean Flat-Clinch Stapling Finish
- One-Touch Quick Staple Loading Mechanism
- Ultra Light Touch Closing Action
- Staples 3/8” from binding edge
- Platform included

Applications:
- More Secure Hard Cover Book Binding
- Income Tax Returns
- Guaranteed Perfect Photobook Binding

Staples
- NO. 3-1M
  - Stapling Capacity: 2-25 sheets of 20# bond
  - 50 staples per stick
  - 1000 staples per box / Sold per box

- NO. 3-10
  - Stapling Capacity: 20-75 sheets of 20# bond
  - 50 staples per stick
  - 5000 staples per box / Sold per box
Utility Covers
Pro-Bind’s Utility Cover has a clear transparent 10 mil front cover with a paper back. This product is perfect for on-demand thermal binding in a pinch. Utility covers are available in capacities from $1/8$ through $1/2$ ($3/32$ is not available). Available back stocks: 12 point Satin Smooth in White only, or 80# Linen Cover in Black, Midnight Blue or Maroon.

Utility Plus Covers
Utility Plus covers include a 10 mil frosty front cover married to a 80# Linen back cover.

Utility Plus Covers are available in Black or Midnight Blue 80# Linen Cover only. Blue linen available in $1/16”$ or $1/8”$ capacities only. Black Linen available in capacities $1/16”$ through $1/2”$ (no $3/32”$).

No customization of Utility Covers or Utility Plus Covers available.

Glue Strips
Pro-Bind’s Glue Strips are 11” in length and 1” wide. Flexible enough to be cut with standard scissors, Glue Strips can be used to create your own cover or to repair bound books. Sold in bundles of 50.

Create-A-Cover
Designed to complement any school’s young author or self-publishing program.

The outside stock is uncoated white smooth paper. Students can customize the decoration of their cover in addition to binding their self written text inside.

Specifications:
- White, smooth uncoated paper outside cover.
- Standard white smooth paper liner
- Standard sheet size - 11 x 8 1/2”
- $1/8”$ Capacity - holds 10-25 sheets
- Sold in boxes of 20
Soft Thermal Covers

Soft Thermal Covers provide a polished and finished look to all bound documents. The thermal adhesive is pre-applied to the spine for easy binding. No punching, crimping or clean up! Customize the binders with foil stamping, embossing, transparent fronts, 1-color to 4-color process offset printing, custom die cuts or pockets. Simply place your loose pages into a Soft \ Thermal Cover and place into the Pro-Bind 2000 or Pro-Bind 1000 binding unit. Press the start button and seconds later your bind is complete.

Specifications:
• Standard sheet size is 11” x 8 ½”
• Tab size and custom size covers are available

Hard Thermal Covers

To make a longer lasting impression, Hard Thermal Covers are the solution. Hard Thermal Covers will look polished and professional. Customize your hard covers with 1-color to 4-color offset printing, foil stamping, silk screening or custom die cuts. With the adhesive glue strip pre-applied to the spine, they come ready to use.

Specifications:
• 5 Standard cover materials: white, maroon, navy, black, lithowrap white (lithowrap includes gloss laminate)
• White paper liner included
• Constructed with solid chipboard
• Sheet Size: 8 ½” x 11”, 11” x 8 ½”, 8” x 8”, 12” x 12” (minimum capacity is ¼”)
• Tab size and custom size covers are available
Yearbooks
Create your yearbooks from start to finish with Pro-Bind’s Hard Covers and equipment. Inspire students to design and publish! The school controls the entire yearbook process, cost and delivery!

Specifications:
- Standard cover materials:
  - For offset or digital print: lithowrap white (gloss laminated)
  - For foil stamp or silkscreen: Kivar: black, maroon, navy or white
- Standard sheet size is 11 x 8 ½”
- Constructed with solid chipboard
- Standard Liner is black or white smooth paper
- Custom sheet sizes and materials can be quoted.

Photo Books
The perfect way to bind digital photo prints, scrapbooks and albums. A variety of sheet size options will suit any need. Create custom books with decoration or a window. Choose from Kivar, Silk Touch Nuba or Skivertex Silver Linen as the outside material.

Specifications:
- Standard Sizes: 12” x 12”, 11” x 8 ½”, 8 ½” x 11” or 8” x 8”
- Constructed with solid chipboard
- Optional black chipboard
- Optional window on cover
**Presentation Folders**

**Income Tax Folders**

Make income tax season a breeze with no fail, easy to use Tax Folders. Specially designed to hold Corporate, Individual or Fiduciary Tax Returns, the unique Pro-Bind flap folds to conceal the staples creating a professional finished look worthy of any CPA.

Tax Folders are available in standard or special stocks and can be customized with foil stamping or embossing for an elegant and polished look, or use offset printing to achieve any appearance desired. Use the standard tax folder size or have a custom die created for you!

**Custom Paper Presentation Folders**

Custom presentation folders add an extra professional touch. Our standard paper stocks can be offset printed, foil stamped or embossed. Special order stocks are available! Add business card slits, removable Rolodex cards or a tab on the edge of the folder for added functionality. Choose from small, letter or legal size folders.

**Poly Pocket Folders**

An alternative to paper folders. Constructed of .023 gauge poly, these folders are made to last. These folders won’t split or tear and can be silk-screened or foil stamped.
Report Covers

Paper Report Covers
A professional cover can be printed, foil stamped or embossed. Choose from two-piece unpunched, two-piece hidden hinge or one-piece slide clamp covers.

Punching:
- GBC Comb
- Twin Loop Wire
- Spiral Coil
- Velo

Poly Report Covers
Poly Report Covers are made from .016 gauge poly which is sturdy and durable, yet remains flexible without creasing.

Options:
- Covers can be punched with 2 or 3 holes or for plastic comb, velo, coil or twin loop wire.
- A standard 2” x 4” window, centered left to right, 3” from the top can be added.
- Plastic Combs, Velobind, Coil, Twin Loop Wire, Slide Clamps, Prong Fasteners and Screw Posts are available at an additional cost.

Turned Edge Hard Cover Report Covers
Enhance the professionalism of reports with Turned Edge Report Covers. The rigid covers give documents protection from wear and tear. Choose among a wide variety of cover materials that provide high-end looks.

Covers can be punched with 2 or 3 holes or for plastic comb, velo, coil or twin loop wire.
Turned Edge Binders

Offset printed sheets are laminated and then turned over solid chipboard offering high quality construction of turned edge with fine graphic reproduction. Choose from 11" x 8 ½", 9 ½" x 6" or 8 ½" x 5 ½" sizes.

Features
- Printed on 100# Bright White Text
- Durable, glueable and stampable film laminate
- Solid chipboard construction with routed hinges
- Round Ring with exposed rivets
- Kraft Liner
- Squared Back

Options
- Vinyl Liner with sealable pockets
- Business Card Holder
- Euro Roundback Hinge

Turned Edge Wraparound Binders

Turned Edge Wraparound Binders are a fresh new option to keeping documents secure and protected. The turned edge flap, with solid chipboard construction, ensures materials are held in place. This is a professional and eye-catching binder that will set any presentation apart.

Recycled Turned Edged Binders

Constructed with 100% post-consumer waste recycled material. 100% PCW paper text offset printed. Recycled Turned Edge Binders provide fine graphic reproduction while using quality eco-friendly products.

Contains 100% post-consumer recycled content.
Binders

Turned Edge Sewn Binders
Skivertex material is turned over solid chipboard, sewn along the outside edges and lined with a Vyhide liner. Practically any turned edge material can be sewn. The black or white nylon thread enhances the strength and durability. Other color thread is readily available. Add brass and chrome corners for a more polished, high-end look.

Turned Edge Boxes
This unique packaging option provides you with functionality and beauty. These boxes are designed to hold index tabs, loose-leaf binders, text sheets, pocket folders and more!

Paper Binders
High quality, soft cover Paper Binders are perfect for short term presentation materials such as media or promotion kits. A stunning binder can be created with a colorful design on the white cover. Binders can be printed, foil stamped or embossed.

Specifications:
- Rings available in ½", ¾", 1" and 1½" capacities
- Cover is 18 point, coated one side, laminated one side

Options:
- Standard 2" x 4" window centered left to right, 3” from the top can be added
- One or two pockets can be added
Poly Ring Binders
Poly Ring Binders are economical, lightweight, and extremely durable. These binders are perfect for reference or training guides that will be frequently handled, for example - manuals in a workshop area.

- Six ring sizes available from ½” to 2 ½”
- Round rings, Straight D-Ring and Angle D-Ring are available
- 11” x 8 ½”, 8 ½” x 11, 8 ½” x 5 ½” sheet sizes available

Polypropylene Ring Binders
Polypropylene Ring Binders are functional and durable AND clear! Polypropylene binders are able to withstand extreme temperatures or liquids. This binder is durable and won’t crack or tear.

Specifications:
- .020, .030, .045 mil polypropylene available
- Matte/Matte, Matte/Smooth or Line/Smooth finishes available
- Clear or Tinted*

* Tints only available in .020 and .030 mil in fine matte/matte finish

Poly Boxes
Poly Boxes are a unique solution to your presentation packaging needs. They are designed to hold index tab dividers, loose-leaf binders, pocket folders and more!

Product Uses:
- Employee Benefits Packaging
- Sales Kits
- Estate Planning
- Real Estate Kits
Entrapment Binders

Entrapment sheets are printed on 100# Bright White Gloss Text. The entrapment sheets are sealed over solid 100 Pt. chipboard with a .008 crystal clear vinyl over top.

Vinyl Ring Binders

Vinyl Ring Binders make an impressive opening statement. Silk screening or foil stamping your artwork can customize the quality French Calf or Suedene finish vinyl. Heavy-duty rings and flat chipboard create a strong constructed binder that will last.

Specifications:
• Eight ring sizes from ½” to 4” capacity
• Ring Spacing 8 ½” O.C. 4 ⅛” I.C.
• Round Rings can be riveted to the spine or the back cover
• Optional D-Rings and Angle D-Rings are available and are riveted to the back cover
• Choose from 11” x 8 ½”, 9 ½” x 6” or 8 ½” x 5 ½” sheet sizes

Round Ring Insertable Binders

Specifications
• Black or white suedene vinyl with clear overlay pockets on the front cover, spine, and back cover
• Includes two curved sheet lifters in the 1½”, 2”, 2 ½” and 3” binders
• Includes two horizontal pockets

Angle D-Ring Insertable Binders

Specifications:
• Angle D-Rings are heavy duty and are riveted to the back cover with concealed rivets
• Black or white suedene vinyl with clear overlay pockets on the front cover, spine and back cover
• Includes one 5” flat sheet lifter
• Includes two horizontal pockets
Custom Poly Index Tabs

Polyethylene tabs not only repel moisture, but also are easily cleaned which makes them perfect for workshop or lab area usage. These tabs will sustain frequent handling without showing wear.

Sheet Sizes:
11 x 8 1/2", 9 1/2" x 6", 8 1/2" x 5 1/2", 8 1/2" x 11

Specifications:
• No charge for tab copy typesetting
• Tab extends 1/2" from sheet edge
• .016 gauge polyethylene sheets with square corners
• Tabs printed on one side
• 2 or 3 hole punched
• Tabs are packaged uncollated

Options:
• Custom sizes are available
• Tab sets collated for easy insertion into binders
• Poly color change within set
• Silk-screening in color change within set
• Printing on the body of the tab
• Insertion of tabs into binders

Index Tab Basics

Tab Copy Styles: The amount of copy to appear on each tab, as well as the way in which the binder contents will be used, helps to determine which tab copy style works best. For example, use one of the hanger tab styles F or G for easel or platform binders. For very short copy, such as a letter or a number, consider using Style B.
Custom Paper Index Tabs

Index Tabs add a professional finish to binder contents. The indexes make it easy for readers to quickly page to a particular section. Mylar coating on the tabs helps protect the tabs from wear and makes them rigid for easy flipping.

Options:
• Paper Stocks: Optional colors in 90# stock are Blue, Canary, Cherry, Green, Gray, Ivory, Manila, Salmon. White is also available in 110#.
• Colored Mylar covering
• Pantone ink colors can be matched
• Shrink wrap of tab sets
• Printing on the body of the tab
• Reverse printing on tabs
• Tabs collated and inserted

Sheet Sizes:
11" x 8 ½", 9 ½" x 6, 8 ½" x 5 ½”, 8 ½” x 11”

Specifications:
• Tab copy typesetting included
• Tab extends ¼”, ⅜” or ½” from sheet edge
• Standard stock is 90# white or buff index paper
• Sheets have square corners
• Tabs printed two sides in black ink
• Sheets come with three ⅜” diameter round holes and a ⅜” reinforced binding edge
• Tabs are covered with clear mylar
• Tabs are packaged uncollated, 1500 sheets in a 30-lb. box

Options:
• Tab extends ½” from sheet edge
• Tabs printed two sides in black ink*
• Sheets come with three ⅜” diameter round holes and a ⅜” reinforced binding edge

Stock Index Tabs

Choose from nine commonly used tab sets. Printed on quality 90# white index stock with a reinforced binding edge.

Tab Set Options:
• TAB-101 Alphabetical: A through Z (26 tabs)
• TAB-102 Daily: 1 through 31 (31 tabs)
• TAB-103 Monthly: January through December (12 tabs)
• TAB 104 Proposal: Contents and 1 through 10 (11 tabs)
• TAB-105 1/5 Cut Blank (5 Tabs)*
• TAB-106 1/3 Cut Blank (3 Tabs)*
• TAB-107 Roman Numerals: I through X (10 tabs)
• TAB-108 Numerical 1-25 (25 tabs)
• TAB-109 Numerical 26-50 (25 tabs)

Specifications:
• Tabs are covered with clear mylar*
• Shrink wrapped and collated with 5 sets in a package

Copy Tabs

• Double reverse plain*
• Single reverse plain*
• Single straight plain*

*Blank Tabs TAB-105 and TAB-106 and COPY TABS are not printed and do not have the clear mylar tab coating.
Digital Text Printing

We can print your color interior pages. This is a great way to produce a professionally finished book.

Ideal for:
• Yearbooks
• Reference Materials
• Sales Meetings
• Promotions

80# Gloss Text, collated. 11 x 8 ½” Sheet Size. 1-4 color, 2-sided printing. Binding Available.

Text Binding

We’ll print, collate, tab and bind your entire booklet from start to finish. Choose from our wide selection of custom binding solutions.

Text Binding includes the binding element, punching and binding of text. Cover, text, index tabs are sold separately.
**Certificate Holders**

**Paper Certificate Holders**
Choose Paper Certificate Holders for less expensive alternative that still protects the document and creates an attractive presentation. Holders can be printed, foil stamped, or embossed.

**Paper Stock:**
- 12pt White C1S High Gloss
- 12 pt White C1S
- Linen - White

**Regency Certificate Holders**
Constructed from high-end 15pt. Regency cover. Ribbon corners secure the certificate and finish off the look. Foil stamp or silk-screen the cover to add personal flair.

**Standard Regency Colors:**
- Black
- Dark Green
- Maroon
- Navy

**Standard Ribbon Colors:**
- Red
- White
- Black

**Turned Edge Certificate Holders**
Turned Edge Certificate Holders provide a high-end look for important occasions, such as graduation, awards, or professional certifications. The printed sheets are laminated and turned over chipboard, providing fine graphic reproduction.

**Specifications:**
- Silk - Moire Liner
- 4 Ribbon corners

**Vinyl Certificate Holders**
Vinyl Certificate Holders are the perfect complement for diplomas, awards and certificates. Made to open on the side or top.

Vinyl covers are long-lasting and give the certificate a professional look and feel. Constructed with 4 clear vinyl corners to hold the certificate or one full sheet clear pocket. Holders can be silk-screened or foil stamped.
Vinyl Notepad Holders
Attractive, high quality notepad folders are terrific for seminars, meetings, training sessions, or promotions. The enclosed notepad can be secured with an attractive brass clip. Opposite the pad is a boomerang pocket to hold papers or brochures. Rigid 90 point chipboard construction creates a durable folder that won’t bend easily.

**Specifications:**
- Constructed with 90 point chipboard
- Ruled notepad and boomerang pocket included
- Standard: 12 ½” x 9 ¾” closed size
- Junior: 8 ½” x 5 ½” closed size
- Legal: 15 ½” x 8 1½” closed size

Notepad Paper
Customize our 50 sheet notepads to meet your company’s needs! Whether it be for in office use or as a company give-away, these notepads are great for getting your company’s information out there!

DVD/CD Packaging
With new technologies emerging at cheaper costs, you need ways to package them with your presentation materials. All our products are manufactured to protect your products from the elements while showcasing them.

Portvelopes
A Portvelope is a vinyl envelope with a flap or zipper-slide closure. They are great document holders that keep your materials clean and protected despite frequent handling. The back of the envelope can be made of clear vinyl so you can see the inside documents. The flap closure can be secured with Velcro.

**Specifications**
- Clear or opaque back panel
- Velcro closure for flap can be added
- Business card pocket with three sealed sides available
Policy and Document Jackets
These vinyl jackets are ideal for insurance policies and financial or legal documents. Choose from single or bifold jackets. Constructed with opaque or clear vinyl. Silkscreen or foil stamp your artwork.

Single Policy Jacket
VSP1
9 1/4” x 4 3/4”

Bifold Policy Jacket
VBP2
9 3/8” x 4 5/8”

Checkbook Covers
Your company’s name and logo on a Checkbook Cover is an effective way to keep your customers thinking of you. Terrific for banks as well as any company whose customers frequently pay by check. Checkbook covers can be silkscreened or foil stamped.

Business Card Cases and Files
Create custom Business Card Cases for your sales staff, account executive or service representatives. All cases can be customized by silkscreening or foil stamping your artwork.

Full Size Desk Calendars
Our Full Size Desk Calendars keep your company’s name in front of your customers all year long. You can choose from our stock formats or you can provide a custom design to fit your needs.